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LED MIRROR 
Model: MNO2432LEDR, MNO5636LEDR, MNO6028LEDR, MNO4040LED
             MNO4824LED, MNO3030LED, MNO3636LED

    
 
          
 
 

                        

  
 

 

                                                             

 
 
 

      

 

BEFORE YOU BEGIN
1. Please do not use,if the product have any bocken.
2. During operation,never put hard and sharp materials directly against the mirror surface.
     Otherwise, it may result in current leakage and even personal injury accident.
3. Never forget to turn off the power switch in storm days. Otherwise, lightning may damage electric elements of the product.
4. During normal operation, never forcibly pull out the power plug to stop the product.
     Otherwise, electric elements of the product may be damaged.
5. Please pull out the power plug if the product is not used for a long time.

NOTES
To ensure the normal use of products, it is required set out wires as per the regulations of IEE at the installation places. 
The products are only applicable to being installed on the indoor. 
The installation must be executed by aprofessional electrician, and wrong installation may lead to product damage 
and personal injury. 

TOOLS AND MATERIALS:

Pencil HammerFlexible RuleDrillSafety Work 
Gloves

Safety 
Glasses

 Leveling
Instrument

Flathead
Screwdriver
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INSTALLATION:

A / Hanging bar Installation Manual (Instruction for LED bathroom mirror)

1. Please choice portrait or landscape installtion method first         2. Horizontal the hanging bar mark with a pen in the hanging
                                                                                                                                                         bar hole

3. To use the drill to have the holes                                                                     4. (A just apply to the solid wall)
                                                                                                                                                          Put the expansion plug into the wall hole both the wall holes 
                                                                                                                                                          and the hanging bar holes are match to use the screwdriver 
                                                                                                                                                          to make the screw tightly  

5. Please cut off all the power before the connection                            6. To connect as per above photo 
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7. Hang up the mirror shake left and right to see if it is stable            8. Turn on the power
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B / Hardy Holes Installation Manual (Instruction for LED bathroom mirror)

1. Please choice portrait or landscape installtion method first         2. Horizontal the level ruler mark the distance between 
     To use the measure tape to measure to distance between               two holes on the wall with a pen
      the two holes

3. To use the drill to have the holes                                                                     4. (A just apply to the solid wall)
                                                                                                                                                          Put the expansion plug into the wall hole both the wall holes 
                                                                                                                                                          and the hanging bar holes are match to use the screwdriver 
                                                                                                                                                          to make the screw tightly  
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5. Please cut off all the power before the connection                            6. To connect as per above photo 

    
 
          

7. Hang up the mirror shake left and right to see if it is stable            8. Turn on the power


